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Abstract 
Personal information nowadays have become valuable for many stakeholders. We want to            
find out how much information someone can gather from our daily devices such as a               
smartphone, using some budget devices together with some programming knowledge.          
Can we gather enough information to be able to determine a location to a target device?                
The main objectives of our bachelor thesis is to determine the accuracy of positioning for               
nearby personal devices using trilateration of short-distance communications (Wi-Fi vs          
Bluetooth). But also, how much and what information our devices leak without us             
knowing with respect to personal integrity. We collected Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data in             
total from four target devices. Two different experiments were executed, calibration           
experiment and visualization experiment. The data were collected by capturing the Wi-Fi            
and Bluetooth Received Signal Strength Indication(RSSI) transmitted wirelessly from         
target devices. We then apply a method called trilateration to be able to pinpoint a target                
to a location. In theory, Bluetooth signals are twice as accurate as Wi-Fi signals. In               
practise, we were able to locate a target device with an accuracy of 5 - 10 meters.                 
Bluetooth signals are stable but have long response time while Wi-Fi signals have short              
response time but high fluctuation in the RSSI values. The idea itself, being able to               
determine a handheld device position is not impossible, as can be seen from our results. It                
may though require more powerful hardware to secure an acceptable accuracy. On the             
other hand, achieving this kind of results from such a cheap hardware as Raspberry Pi:s               
are truly amazing. 
 

Keywords: surveillance, positioning, trilateration, personal integrity 
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1. Introduction
 

1.1 Prologue 
Imagine a world where the government monitors us, secretly, through our personal devices 

that most of us carry with us daily, such as, in the pocket or on the arm. In fact, something similar has 
already started to happen in China through something called Social Credit System[36]. Or a malicious 
person who oversees your habits in the home with the purpose of doing vicious actions in your 
absence, such as robbery. Is this possible by monitoring Wi-Fi or Bluetooth signals from your 
smartphone? 
 
On the other hand, imagine a police patrol who need to locate kidnappers or hostages in a building 
with poor visibility. There may also be scenarios where emergency services need to locate a person in 
need, out in the wild. Can this be possible to accomplish by monitoring an everyday item such as a 
cell-phone, or a laptop? 

1.2 Purpose 
We believe that personal integrity is a vital part of communication, how much sensitive 

information does our devices actually leak without our knowledge? Who has access to the data, and 
what can be done with it? We hope that this paper will be an eye opener for some people and realizes 
that they may need to change their way of thinking about technologies. The purpose of this paper is 
not to scare anybody, but to make people think an extra thought before they, for example, setting up 
their devices for the first time or how they use the devices in their daily routines. 
 
This bachelor thesis investigate whether positioning devices by trilateration within short distance 
communications such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth is possible. This because these two technologies exists in 
most handheld devices such as smartphones. The idea is that a prototype will be developed and tested 
at the end of this report. The prototype consists of four Raspberry Pi devices that will be placed in 
each corner of a room. Each device has only two tasks, gather wireless signals containing information 
that other devices sends out and send that information to an external application. The external client 
application will then do some calculations on the data and visualize the result on a map. 
 
An interesting question to investigate is which technology of bluetooth and Wi-Fi, is more accurate 
than the other? We also want to look into what the possibilities and risk may be with the technologies 
that we are carrying with us everyday.  
 
The data that we collect from the air is open traffic that anybody can pick up with the help of a regular 
computer that have Wi-Fi and/or Bluetooth support. We do not take advantage of any exploits or 
flaws in a software to be able to acquire this information.  
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1.3 Background 
We want to use this chapter to clarify some terminology of the technologies we use to the 

reader. This is some basic information that is needed to fully understand this report.  
 
We first start off with an easy explanation of what Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are. Followed by information 
associated with different wireless technologies. After this we present the calculation formula used to 
visualize the location of the devices picked up. 

1.3.1 Wi-Fi 
Wi-Fi is a technology for setting up wireless LAN (local area networks) based on the IEEE 

802.11[37] Standard which is a commodity brand of the Wi-Fi Alliance[26]. This is done so two(or 
more) devices can communicate with each other through messages. Either locally or over the internet. 
The communication is transmitted through radio waves in the air. This technology is today very 
popular and is found in more and more of our devices we all carry with us in our daily lives such as 
smartphones, laptops, tablets etc. 

1.3.2 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a wireless technology for short-range communication and exchange of 

information between devices. This is a technology used in wider extent around the world and in our 
personal devices ranging from phones, tablets, watches and consumer electronics. Bluetooth is 
provided by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group[38] which oversees the development of the standard, 
its quality and trademarks. The name Bluetooth originates from an old Danish viking king named 
Harald Blåtand that united the two realms of Denmark and Norway hence the name of uniting our 
modern devices.  

1.3.3 Raspberry Pi 
This is more or less a small and cost-effective computer developed by the Raspberry Pi 

Foundation[12]. With its low cost, it has become popular among schools and people who want to learn 
how to write programs. There are a whole host of different models, all suitable for different purposes 
with different hardware components. We use these hardware devices in the experiment to collect data 
from target devices. 

1.3.4 MAC-address 
Both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth uses something called MAC-address. This address abbreviated 

MAC[9] stands for(Media Access Control) and is a unique identifier for a network adapter on a device. 
Since each network capable device in the world, must have its own unique address that specifies its 
physical address, there must be many different combinations of these addresses. Each MAC-address 
consists therefor of 6-byte or 48-bits in length represented in 6 two-digit hexadecimal pairs of 
numbers separated with colons (E. g: AA:AA:AA:BB:BB:BB). The first 3 bytes specifies the device 
manufacturer and the other 3 bytes are just random numbers assigned by the manufacturer. Because of 
the length of 48-bits the number of possible combinations of address becomes 248 or 
281,474,976,710,656. 
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1.3.5 RSSI 
In the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth technologies for example or for the 802.11 standard[43], RSSI 

(Received Signal Strength Indication) is used to measure the strength of the received radio signal. The 
strength is represented by a negative value where the closer to zero one approaches, the stronger the 
signal. 

1.3.6 Access Point (AP) 
An access point is a hardware device usually called a router that allows other nearby Wi-Fi 

devices to connect to an existing wired network to form a local wireless network. The access points 
job is to wirelessly sending and receiving data/packets between all the connected devices on the 
network[39]. 

1.3.7 Beacon frames and probing 

Access points are continuously sending out identity information to the surrounding area called 
beacon frames[27]. These frames can be imagined as the Access Point is continuously screaming out 
“Here I am! Here I am!” to the surroundings to let other devices know that the Access Point exists. 
The beacon frame consist of the name(SSID) and address(MAC). A Wi-Fi device then scans the area 
for beacon frames to know which Access Points are available for connection and has the best signal 
strength. This is known as passive scanning.  
 
When active scanning occurs, a Wi-Fi device sends out something called a probe frame to nearby 
Access Points within range. The Access Point later picks up these probe frames and sends back a 
probe response. Our scanning devices reads these probe frames in the air to be able to pick up nearby 
devices.  
 
The actual data of packets are encrypted, but the sending and receiving MAC addresses are not. 
Because the MAC addresses is used as a postal service address, where a postman can deliver mail to, 
the MAC addresses can not be encrypted. In that case an encryption key needs to be sent to the 
receiver but the receiver MAC-address is encrypted so the sender does not know where to send the 
key.  

1.3.8 Monitor mode 
By putting a network card in so-called "monitor mode", the possibility of packet sniffing is 

opened up. A device can then collect packages over Wi-Fi that are sent through the air without first 
having to connect to an existing access point[41]. 

1.3.9 ESSID 
This is the name that identifies the wireless network also known as (Extended Service Sets 

Identifier)[40].  
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1.3.10Trilateration 
This is the process of locating devices by measuring the strength of its transmitted signal from 

several different locations that have their roots in trigonometry and geometry of mathematics[42]. By 
knowing the distance between the different receiving scanning devices and the signal strength of the 
transmitting device, by means of the angle draw a theoretical line between the plotted points and 
determine where the device is located in space. 

1.3.11MQTT 
MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) is a lightweight machine-to-machine 

connectivity standard[24] based on a publish-subscribe pattern. It is useful in environments where a 
small code footprint is preferable or where network bandwidth is in short supply. 
The system consists of several clients who communicate with a server also called broker in this case. 
Each client can then choose to subscribe to different types of topics that other clients publishes to or 
broadcasts over the network. This setup makes it extremely simple to exchange information between 
devices on the same network. 

1.3.12 Client-Server 
The most simple and most used on the internet of all the different distributed patterns is the 

Client-Server model, which states that a client sends a request to a server which then responds to the 
request with a resource of some kind. A client who communicates with a server is usually located on 
the same or different remote networks, but can also reside on the same system. 

1.3.13 Calculation formula for position visualization 
We first want to clarify that this formula is not entirely accurate. This is because Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth signals are not linear and varies in length[28]. As quoted below by Adrian Granados, a better 
approach would be to use a quadratic model instead of a linear one, but because this paper is not based 
on the visualization of the devices, we choose this approach. 

 
“The problem with this approach is that is that RF signals propagate non-linearly! Consider for 

example a received signal value of -40 dBm. If we use a linear model, then that would be equivalent to 
60% signal strength, which would be considered not a very strong signal, but in reality it is. At -40 
dBm, not only the signal is strong, your network can achieve very high transmit rates (assuming an 

ideal environment). Therefore, using a linear model is not appropriate.” 
Adrian Granados - Conversion of signal strength in dBm to percentage in Wi-Fi Explorer [28] 

 
With that said, we can continue with the formula. The calculations we use is borrowed from another 
paper[29] by Nor Aida Mahiddin, Noaizan Safie, Elissa Nadia, Suhailan Safei, Engku Fadzli, 2012.  
 
Because the project is aimed for indoor targets, we wanted to apply the experiment only to lecture 
rooms. Therefore, we assume that the maximum scanning distance is 15 meters based on 
measurements from BTH. Our tests shows that the data within the first meter is very messy, therefore 
we ignore the first meter so the actual distance is 14 meters. See results section for conclusion. 
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The calculation part is divided into four steps: 
1. Convert RSSI to signal strength in percentage 
2. Calculate each device distance to target in meters 
3. Calculate intersection coordinates in meters 
4. Convert coordinates to pixels on display 

 
1. Convert RSSI to signal strength in percentage 
Because we do not want to plot devices that is located outside of our scanning grid on the map, it is 
important to filter out data points whose values does not sit within the allowed ranges for doing an 
accurate calculation. For values less than the minimum or higher than the maximum allowed, either a 
0%(1 meter) or 100%(15 meters) strength is assigned directly. Otherwise a simple formula is used to 
derive the signal strength measured in percentage. 
 
(1) 

100 (RSSI  min) 00 (max min)) 100( −  −  × 1 ÷  −  ÷   
 
It is important that the minimum and maximum threshold values be collected beforehand because 
these vary from hardware to hardware but also for different environments such as different rooms and 
obstacles in those rooms. 
 
These values are determined by placing target units at the markings for 1 meter and 15 meters 
respectively, away from the scanning devices while the currently transmitted values are being 
collected for a given period of time to smooth out variations and ensure the accuracy of the readings. 
 
With all this being said, a signal strength of 100% represents a distance of less than a meter from the 
scanning device while a strength of 0% means that the device is too far away.  
 
By showing an example using values for “RSSI = -50 dBm”, “minimum = -20 dBm” and “maximum 
= -80 dBm” we get a signal strength of 50%. 
 
(2) 

100 (− 0 0) 00 (− 0 0)) 100 0,  50%( −  5 −  − 2 × 1 ÷  8 −  − 2 ÷  =  5 =   
 
2. Calculate each device distance to target in meters 
Like we mention above, we assume that the maximum distance is 15 meters. To calculate how far one 
scanning device is from its target, the following formula if used: 
 
(2) 

 md (1 p)m =  −     
 
Where md is equal to the maximum distance (15 meters in our case), p is equal to signal strength 
percentage, acquired from previous formula, and m is equal to distance in meters. 
 
This formula is applied on all scanning devices and the result will show how far each scanning device 
is from the target. 
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Example: 
Let's say that the target device’s position is in the middle of the lecture room. This will result 
in the following: 
RPi 1: 4(1 0.5) 7 meters1 −  =   
RPi 2: 4(1 0.5) 7 meters1 −  =   
RPi 3: 4(1 0.5) 7 meters1 −  =   
RPi 4: 4(1 0.5) 7 meters1 −  =   

 
3. Calculate intersection coordinates in meters 
We now know the actual distance between each scanning and the target. The next step is to perform 
some calculation to find where each device intersect within the grid. This can be done with the help of 
linear algebra, equation systems and gauss elimination. We start by converting each scanning device 
to the cartesian plane and assign each scanning device a coordinate in the grid, where Raspberry Pi 1 
is starting point: 
  
This coordinated are based on the lecture room size where x is the width of the room and y is the 
height of the room. Because we calculate on a two dimensional cartesian plane we can assume that z is 
equal to 0. The r symbol represents distance calculated in the previous formula. 
 
(3) 

 x x  )  ( y y )  ( z z )  ( −  i
2 +  −  i 

2 +  −  i 
2 = r2  

 
By extracting the scanning devices coordinates(xi, yi, zi) (3) from the target device(x, y, z) coordinates 
we get a distance vector between each scanning device and the target device. We then build an 
equation system (4) and perform a gauss elimination on the data (assuming that Z = 0): 
 

 
Figure 1.3.13.1: representation of a lecture room with four Raspberry Pi:s, one in each corner. 
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(4)  

  
 

 
Figure 1.3.13.2: representation of a lecture room with four Raspberry Pi:s, one in each corner taking measurements 

from a target device located in the middle of the lecture room. 
 
Example: 

If we apply the above (4) to our example the result will look like this: 

 
If we solve this with gauss elimination we get that (x, y) = (7, 7). This will result that the 
target device is located 7 meters on the x-axis and 7 meters on the y-axis in the room. 

 
4. Convert coordinates to pixels on display 
Our last step before we can visualize the position on our map is to convert the actual position in 
meters to pixels on our map. Because this is not relevant to our work, we leave this part to the reader. 
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1.4 Scope 
Our work will include the interception of signals from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. We will focus 

our work to open areas with as little obstacles as possible. The main focus will not be to develop a 
mathematical formula that are as accurate as possible as we are mostly interested in the collected 
RSSI data points. Our work will also focus on what type of information we can gather from a target 
device that is open to the public, such as Bluetooth device name, device manufacturer etc. 
 
Other areas that we will not be focusing on are: 

● to measuring how the data behaves when obstacles are present in the area[5] 
● the behaviours when different antennas is used[5] 

● to develop an Artificial Intelligence for device classification from characteristics of the target 
device 

● to read any of the transmitted data that applications exposed to the outside to find more 
information about the user, such as nationality, sexual preferences, relationship status etc.[2] 

● to take advantage of any flaws in applications to gain access to a target device 
● to read transmitted signals from BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) devices 
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2. Research Questions
 

RQ1 How accurate is the measurement of the RSSI signals for Wi-Fi and Bluetooth on a 
Raspberry Pi when the target device is within the boundaries of a scanning grid of 15 x 15 
meters? 
 
By finding out how accurate the RSSI signals is, we can draw a conclusion if it is possible to 
monitoring a target device in real-time or not. This question is the root to this thesis. The reason for 
involving a Raspberry Pi in to the question, is that this device is relatively cheap. If the scanning 
device itself is cheap, more people will have the possibility to create something similar on their own at 
home, and therefore makes this technology even more dangerous. Because we want to find out if it is 
possible to apply indoor position surveillance, we will assume that the scanning grid is not bigger than 
15x15 meters. Our perception is that rooms rarely are bigger than this.  
 
RQ2 What kind of information can we gather from the signals sent out by a target device? 
 
An interesting question when talking about surveillance is, what kind of information can we gather 
from a device and what part of that information would be valuable to a burglar for example. This is 
why we want to see if it is possible to find out the daily routines of a target person by monitoring the 
network traffic. We also want to find out if we can get some personal information from a target device 
and relate that target device to a person in the real world. Other interesting questions are if we can get 
the device name or the device model.  
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3. Research Method
 

3.1 Research design 
We chose to perform a series of isolated experiments to answer the questions thus they are 

based on hypotheses that cannot be answered by conducting surveys or interviews as these are more 
based on social and behavioral sciences opposed to experiments whose data are collected through 
several readings. 
 
In total, two experiments were conducted. We will call them calibration experiment and visualization 
experiment. The calibration experiment was conducted on Tuesday April 2, 2019. The purpose was to 
get a minimum and a maximum value for the calculation formula that we use during the positioning 
visualization but also to see if and how Wi-Fi and Bluetooth differentiates from each other in terms of 
accurate readings. 
 
The second experiment we performed, visualization experiment, were conducted on Monday April 22, 
2019 with the purpose to test the application in a more realistic matter. The main difference between 
the two experiments was the placement of the scanning devices. In the calibration experiment, all the 
scanning devices was placed next to each other, and on the visualization experiment the scanning 
devices was placed in each corner of the room. 
 
The sum of all components required in the experiment will consist of four Raspberry Pi:s acting as 
scanning devices, a client program acting as a subscriber to all broadcast packages and finally the 
target devices themselves. 

3.1.1 Scanning devices & target devices 
The experiments will be carried out by using four identical scanning devices in each corner of 

a room, we call this the scanning grid. Each scanning device is equipped with one bluetooth module 
and one Wi-Fi module, that is constantly reading the signals from the air in the nearby environment 
and collects the transmitted data. How the actual data is collected differs between Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth and will be explained further on. 
 
In the table below (figure 3.1.1.1) we describe what type of hardware is going to be used during the 
experiments. As mentioned above, we use four identical scanning devices, in our case four Raspberry 
Pi Model 3's. These Raspberry Pi’s are preloaded with the operating system “Raspbian Stretch Lite” 
based on Debian onto a 16GB SD memory card. They also get power from either a portable GP 
PowerBank for use when wall sockets are not available, or otherwise a standard USB power supply 
was used. 
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Hardware 

Raspberry Pi 3; Model B Uncased Version 

MicroSD card, 16GB 

GP PowerBank 10000mAh; Model MP10MA 

Deltaco Official Raspberry Pi PSU 5,1V, 2.5A, 13W, 1.5m cable, micro USB male UK / EU 
adapter, black; Model: RPI-1048 

Figure 3.1.1.1: Table of the hardware used during our experiments. 
 

MAC-address First Time Seen Last Time Seen RSSI Probed ESSID 

<CENSORED> 2019-03-15 18:27 2019-03-15 18:27 -67 <CENSORED> 

<CENSORED> 2019-03-15 18:27 2019-03-15 19:01 -54  

<CENSORED 2019-03-15 18:27 2019-03-15 19:05 -40 <CENSORED> 

... ... ... ... ... 

Figure 3.1.1.2: Illustration of first table (Wi-Fi) within a scanning device 
together with example data 

 
In a predefined interval of 5 seconds, every scanning device reads in their own collected data from a 
csv-file and parse the data before transmitting it. Because of slow hardware we had to increase the 
interval to 5 seconds. The faster the interval, the more accurate the end result becomes. When the 
collected Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data is finally processed, it is transmitted over the network following 
the MQTT[21] protocol. The data is pushed to a broker. This broker is nothing more then a server 
running in the background on a computer, where all devices are connected to. A device subscribes on 
a channel from the broker. The broker then routes the packets sent from a device to all who is 
subscribing to that particular channel. 
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Figure 3.1.1.2: Communication example between scanning devices and client. 

 

3.1.2 The client 
The developed client application uses the MQTT[21] protocol and acts as a subscriber to all 

messages transmitted over the network by the four scanning devices. With a predefined interval of 5 
seconds, the client program then performs some calculations on the received data and attempts to 
visualize it to the end user. 
 

MAC First Time 
Seen 

Probed 
ESSIDs 

Last Time 
Seen Rpi 1 

Last Time 
Seen Rpi 2 

Last Time 
Seen Rpi 3 

Last Time 
Seen RPi 4 

RSSI 
Rpi 1 

RSSI 
RPi 2 

RSSI 
RPi 3 

RSSI 
RPi 4 

<CEN
SORE
D 

2019-03-15 
18:27 

<CENSO
RED> 

2019-03-15 
18:27 

2019-03-15 
18:45 

2019-03-15 
19:32 

2019-03-15 
18:33 

-67 -50 -50 -43 

<CEN
SORE
D>

2019-03-15 
18:27 

 2019-03-15 
19:01 

2019-03-15 
18:22 

2019-03-15 
19:46 

2019-03-15 
18:27 

-54 -48 -73 -13 

<CEN
SORE
D> 

2019-03-15 
18:27 

<CENSO
RED> 

2019-03-15 
19:05 

2019-03-15 
20:30 

2019-03-15 
18:27 

2019-03-15 
18:13 

-40 -36 -65 -26 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Figure 3.1.2.1: Illustration of the internal table (Wi-Fi) within a client device 
together with example data 

The client program itself holds an internal table of all the data collected from the four raspberry pi 
devices. When an incoming packet arrives, the client analyzes the response and determines whether it 
contains a newly discovered device or existing one. Based on that condition, the newly discovered 
device is added or updated in the table along with the associated Raspberry Pi acting as the sender. 
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A prerequisite for subsequently being able to perform the calculations necessary to position a target 
device is that it’s discovered by at least three scanning devices. By using the collected RSSI values 
from the scanning devices, acting as a measurement of the signal strength received from the different 
scanning devices, a position can be determined by using trilateration. 
 

 
Figure 3.1.2.2: Illustration of how to position a device using trilateration  

 
As can be seen in “figure 3.1.2.2” each black solid circle represents a scanning device with a bigger 
circle surrounding it together with a line, the radius representing the strength connected to the actual 
target device (solid red circle). 
By knowing the position of at least three known scanning devices and the distance from each point to 
the actual target device, we can calculate an approximate position by looking at the overlapping 
circles and solving the formed linear equation system using algebra in mathematics(See section 1.3.13 
for more information about the calculation formula for visualization). 
 
Once a position is approximated our developed client application can visualize the target device by 
drawing it onto a map using actual coordinates relative to the room being observed. To make this 
calculation as updated and accurate as possible, the calculations were done on the average of the 10 
last readings of each scanning device. 
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Figure 3.1.2.3: Viewing map 

 A simple way to visualize where a target device is located in a room. In the example above, the device called “W3” is 
clicked on and a “more description” box appear.  

(The green dots represents a Wi-Fi device. Red dots represents Bluetooth devices) 

3.1.3 Data collecting 

3.1.3.1 Collecting Wi-Fi data on scanning device 
An already existing application called Airodump-ng[3] is used to collect the data about Wi-Fi 

signals. Airodump-ng creates a dump file and are constantly appending new data to the file when 
something new happens in the surrounding area, such as when a target device is probing for an access 
point. The collected data consists of a MAC-address, the first time the target device was seen, the last 
time the target device was seen, the received signal strength indication (RSSI) and what access points 
the target device are probing for, together with some other information that is not relevant in our 
research.  
 

Station MAC, First time seen, Last time seen, Power, # packets, BSSID, Probed ESSIDs 
<MAC>, 2019-03-11 09:09:00, 2019-03-11 09:09:00, -58, 8, (not associated) , 
<MAC>, 2019-03-11 09:08:33, 2019-03-11 09:08:33, -23, 2, (not associated) , <Access points> 
<MAC>, 2019-03-11 09:08:21, 2019-03-11 09:08:21, -60, 5, (not associated) , <Access points> 
<MAC>, 2019-03-11 09:08:31, 2019-03-11 09:10:04, -94, 4, <MAC>, 

Figure 3.1.3.1.1: Example part of the Wi-Fi dump csv-file 
collected from Airodump-ng 

3.1.3.2 Collecting Bluetooth data on scanning device 
A custom python script is developed based on a library called pybluez[25]. Pybluez is running 

in an infinite loop, collecting information in the surrounding area about the available bluetooth target 
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devices. When Pybluez finds a target device, it calculates the RSSI and asks the device for its name. 
The script later creates a dump csv-file and saves all the information to the file. 
 

<MAC>,<DEVICE NAME>,-77,2019-03-12 13:48:17.192883 
<MAC>,<DEVICE NAME>,-82,2019-03-12 13:46:56.236655 

Figure 3.1.3.2.1: Example of Bluetooth dump csv-file 
collected from the custom python script 
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4 Literature Review
 

In order to get a better understanding about our subject, and also to find out what previously 
researchers have achieved, we consulted Scopus and Google Scholar. The technique we used when 
searching for information was to combine keywords with logical operands. A logical operand is a 
special word with a special meaning. The word “AND” implies that the words on the left side and 
word on the right side of “AND” should exist among the search results(Eg. Wi-Fi AND Bluetooth). 
Another logical operand would be “OR” and implies that either one of the words should exists among 
the search results(Eg. Wi-Fi OR Bluetooth). Our main search phrases were a combination of the 
words “Wi-Fi”, “Bluetooth” and “Surveillance” together with these logical operands. Some of the 
search phrases are “Wi-Fi AND Bluetooth AND Surveillance”, “((Wi-Fi OR Bluetooth) AND 
Surveillance)”. 
 
We then scanned through the different search results until we found one that looked promising. We 
picked out eight papers and divide them into two. Each author then read through and picked out 
information that were relevant to our subject. The information could consist of different techniques to 
use, additional hardware or it could be negative experience that previously research had experienced. 
Each author then summarized the findings in to a small paragraph.The result of this literature review 
can be found below.  
 
[1] Is this your smart phone?: On connecting MAC-addresses to a specific individual using 
access point data 
An interesting thing M.Vesterlund & V.Wiklund (2015) states in their paper is that, even if the user 
data is protected by an encryption, the whole package that is transmitted over Wi-Fi cannot. The 
source MAC address and the destination MAC address needs to be in cleartext. Otherwise all the 
devices on the network have to decrypt the package just to see if the package was meant for that 
particular device. 
 
[2] Your Wi-Fi is leaking: What do your mobile apps gossip about you? 
Another area that could be of interest is the information that different applications on a smartphone 
device gives away. Even if the data traffic is encrypted, some information could be collected. Like 
John S.Atkinson, John E.Mitchell, Miguel Rio, George Matich (2016) mention, BBC News is a british 
application, New York Times is a US application and Aftonbladet is a swedish application. 
Information like this can reveal what country the user originates from or what language the user 
speaks. This area is not something that we will investigate because our plan is not to connect to a 
network, but collecting information from the outside where the main traffic is encrypted. 
 
[4] A Hybrid Indoor Positioning System Design based on BLE. National Center for 
high-Performance Computing/ National Applied Research 
This paper is more or less our idea but the authors use BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) to positioning 
targets. They use RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) to be able to positioning and this is 
something that we have in mind as well. Yu-Ching Lin, Yu-Bin Fang, Wei-Chih Su (2018) use some 
Machine learning  to be able to positioning, this is something that we have no intend to use. We want 
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to make the solution as simple as possible but still functional. The authors give away some methods 
and techniques to use when doing positioning. 
 
[5] Bluetooth and Wi-Fi MAC address based crowd data collection and monitoring : benefits, 
challenges and enhancement. 
In this paper more information about different antennas can be found. The authors also makes a study 
how different environmental objects such as walls, trees, etc affects the reading from the scanning 
devices. 
 
Naeim Abedi, Ashish Bhaskar, Edward Chung (2013) talks about how the MAC address is 
constructed. The MAC address consist of 6 bytes where the first three bytes is an “Organisationally 
Unique Identifiers” and the last three bytes is “Network Interface Controller Specific”. These first 
three bytes can tell us who the manufacturer of the device the user have is. 
 
MAC 6 bytes: 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
| --------------------| |---------------------| 
Organisationally Network interface 
Unique Identifier Controller Specific 
 
The information about the antennas and such is not relevant in our project because our idea is just to 
create a prototype of a surveillance system. If we decide to continue with the work, this is definitely 
something that we will look more in too. 
 
[6] Tracking spatio-temporal movement of human in terms of space utilization using 
Media-Access-Control address data 
An area that is also interesting but may not directly reflect our interests is precisely whether you can 
determine patterns over how people move. The interesting thing is the approach by the authors Naeim 
Abedi, Ashish Bhaskar, Edward Chung. Using low-cost technologies such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth is 
becoming increasingly more common as a substitute for other technologies such as video surveillance. 
For the sake of integrity, it is better to use information such as Media-Access-Control (MAC) 
addresses that cannot be linked to a specific individual. The authors also go through other short range 
wireless standards besides Wi-Fi and Bluetooth such as ZigBee and UWB and how these techniques 
behave in environments consisting of different materials. 
 
[15] Lessons Learned Using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth as Means to Monitor Public Service Usage 
The authors of this paper go through their lessons when it comes to collecting and analyzing 
information through both hardware and software that we intend to use. By studying their results, we 
can better get an understanding of what we should focus on and perhaps what they have come up with 
that was less valuable. The interesting thing about the paper is, as said, the similarities between the 
software and the hardware we make use of. For example they like us use both the software package 
Airodump-ng[3] and the cheap single-board linux computer Raspberry Pi[12] and heavily focus on large 
scale surveillance using Wi-Fi frames, MAC-addresses, RSSI and to identify individuals and their 
habits.  
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[17] Passive classification of Wi-Fi enabled devices 
While the purpose of their research differs slightly from ours where they are more looking into 
classifying different types of devices from smartphones to laptops with the help of machine learning, 
there are still some similarities were they, like us, use "probe requests" of Wi-Fi frames. They also 
use, as we also have intended, cheap commercial hardware through similar approaches, which can be 
of interest to us. Although the result itself and the purpose do not match what we are looking for, the 
paper contains a large number of good solid concepts and explanations that greatly simplify our work 
and understanding. The authors Alessandro E. C. Redondi, Davide Sanvito, Matteo Cesana goes 
through several interesting areas of Wi-Fi communication and how these can be used to collect 
information by using, among other things, MAC addresses and how these are structured. They, like 
us, use Raspberry Pi:s which is very interesting and something we can use. 
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5 Results & Analysis
 

5.1 Experiment execution 

5.1.1 Target devices used 
During the first experiment we did only have access to two models of smartphones during the 

data collection, an iPhone SE and an iPhone 7 Plus. When we later performed the visualization 
experiment, we also got access to a Huawei P30 Pro and one iPhone 6. 
 
The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth specification for each model is as follows[30]: 

Model Wi-Fi Bluetooth Software 

iPhone SE Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, 
hotspot 

4.2, A2DP, LE iOS 12.1.3 

iPhone 6 Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, 
dual-band, hotspot 

4.0, A2DP, LE iOS 10.0 

iPhone 7 Plus Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, 
dual-band, hotspot 

4.2, A2DP, LE iOS 12.1.2 

Huawei P30 Pro 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 
(wave2), 2.4 GHz and 5 
GHz 

5.0, A2DP, aptX HD, LE Android 9, Kernel 
Version 4.9.148 

 
Figure 5.1.1.1: Specification gathered from gsmarena.com 

5.1.2 Collecting the data during calibration experiment (Tuesday April 2, 
2019) 

The scanning devices are running the Airodump-ng[3] application suite and a custom 
Bluetooth python script based on Pybluez[25] for collecting the data. Because of the low hardware 
performance of the Raspberry Pi’s, we specified the data collecting interval to be 5 seconds. We 
collected the data from a lecture room (Multisalen) at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) in 
Karlskrona. The room itself is 20 meters long and we created a free passage between the existing 
obstacles in the room, where the signals could be transferred without any interference from any 
obstacles. The scanning devices was then placed beside each other on a table on one side of the room. 
After this we placed our target devices 20 meter away on the other side of the room and started to 
gather the data. Each gathering session went on for 5 minutes or ~300 seconds and the scanning 
devices sent data every 5 seconds. After each session, we moved the target devices 1 meter closer to 
the scanning devices until we reached 0 meters. 
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5.1.3 Collecting the data during visualization experiment (Monday April 
22, 2019) 
When the calculation part was done, we returned to BTH to perform one last experiment where we 
wanted to test the final result of the visualization. This time we chose another area that is smaller than 
Multisalen for a more realistic scenario. By a realistic scenario, we mean that we place each scanning 
device in each corner of the room, like the initial idea is meant to be. We then placed each target 
device in different places inside of the grid, simulating different students sitting in different places in a 
“lecture room”. We found an open area outside of Multisalen where we could gather data. This area 
was 8x8 meters. The target device models was an iPhone SE,  iPhone 6, iPhone 7 Plus and Huawei 
P30 Pro. Three tests were then performed. As in the previous experiment, the “Calibration 
Experiment” each gathering session went on for 5 minutes or ~300 seconds and the scanning devices 
sent data every 5 seconds. 
In the first test we placed all the target devices next to each other in the middle of the grid. The 
coordinates would be (4, 4)  for each target device(See figure 5.1.2.3). 
 

 
Figure 5.1.2.3: Each target device placed in the center of 

the lecture room at coordinate (4,4). 
 
In the second test we placed the target devices on a line in the middle of the grid. The iPhone SE and 
Huawei P30 Pro were placed next to each other. The coordinates would be 2x(0, 4), (4, 4) and (4, 8) 
(See figure 5.1.2.4). 
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Figure 5.1.2.4: Each target device placed in a line, in the middle 

 of the lecture room at coordinates (0,4), (4,4), (8,4). 
 
In the third test we placed each target device next to a scanning device. The coordinates would be (0, 
0), (0, 8), (8, 0) and (8, 8) (See figure 5.1.2.5). We placed each scanning device in each corner of the 
lecture room and started to capture data.  
 

 
Figure 5.1.2.5: Each target device placed in each corner next 

to a target device at coordinates (0,0), (8,0), (0,8), (8,8). 
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5.2 Results 
Here we will present the results and analysis from the two conducted experiments.  

We split the results in to two subgroups: Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Both of the subgroups have the same 
type of measurements and graphs. 
 
Each color on the graphs represent each scanning device(Raspberry Pi) and its RSSI values, followed 
by a summary graph where we have summed up the scanning devices measurements into one line and 
then plotted both of the target devices in the same graph. The idea here is to show how the 
measurements compares between target devices. 
 
We have chosen to only show the average RSSI measurements here, if the reader would like to see 
more detail graphs, see chapter Annexes. 

5.2.1 Calibration experiment results 

5.2.1.1 Wi-Fi results 
Here we can see the results during the calibration experiment conducted on Tuesday April 2, 2019. As 
we described in chapter 5.1.2 Collecting the data during calibration experiment (Tuesday April 2, 
2019), the experiment consisted of several readings for each meter taken under 5 minutes. The 
following two graphs shows the average RSSI collected per meter for iPhone 7 Plus(figure 5.2.1.1.1) 
and iPhone SE(figure 5.2.1.1.2). The distance in meters is represented on the x-axis and the average 
RSSI values for each scanning device is represented by the y-axis. All the target devices are placed in 
the same distance from the scanning devices. 

 
Figure 5.2.1.1.1: Average graph(Wi-Fi) - iPhone 7 Plus. Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH. 
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Figure 5.2.1.1.2: Average graph(Wi-Fi) - iPhone SE. Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH. 
 
 

As we can see in both the graphs above (figure 5.2.1.1.1 & figure 5.2.1.1.2), none of the scanning 
devices are on the same place even though all the scanning devices are exactly the same. We have 
tackled this by separating each scanning device in the formula when calculating the distance in 
percentage as can be seen in chapter 1.3.13 Calculation formula for position visualization (1), by 
having different minimum and maximum values for each scanning device. Another thing we can see 
in the graphs above are that there are quite a big change in the RSSI values in the first meter. This 
have to do with the fact that the Wi-Fi signals are not linear. Our solution is to discard the first meter 
in our calculation formula. 
 
The following graph(figure 5.2.1.1.3) shows the average values per meter for all scanning devices per 
target device. The purpose of this graph is to distinguish the RSSI metrics between target 
devices(iPhone 7 Plus and iPhone SE). The distance in meters is represented by the x-axis and the 
average RSSI value for all scanning devices together for a target device is represented by the y-axis.  
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Figure 5.2.1.1.3: Summary of average graphs(Wi-Fi). Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Scanning devices average are summed together and target devices are plotted together in 
the same graph. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH. 
 
As we can see in figure 5.2.1.1.3 there are some distinction is the RSSI values between different target 
devices. If we look at one meter in distance for the red line (iPhone SE) we have an average RSSI 
value of -68.8. If we compare that value with the blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) we find an average RSSI 
value of -70.3 in 4 meters in distance. We also find similar values in 7, 11 and 13 meters in distance 
for the blue line. This means that when iPhone SE(red line) is at a distance of 1 meter, according to 
the result above the iPhone 7 Plus(blue line) is at the same distance when in fact the iPhone 7 Plus real 
location actually is at 4, 7 11 or 13 meters in distance from the scanning devices. This is one of the 
bigger problems to solve.  
 
If we look at the blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) again, but this time from 1 meters in distance and 15 meters 
in distance and then compare how big the difference in RSSI is for the whole distance. 1 meter in 
distance have -61.6 and 15 meters in distance have -73.7. This means that the difference for all these 
14 meters is 12.1 RSSI metrics(-73.7 - -61.6). If we now compare the difference in RSSI between the 
blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) and the red line(iPhone SE) at 13 meters in distance. The blue line(iPhone 7 
Plus) have a value of -75 and the red line(iPhone SE) have a value of -87.5. This means the difference 
between the target devices is -12.5(-87.5 - -75) RSSI metrics. This is also a major problem because 
sometimes the difference between the target devices is bigger than the actual room itself.  
 
The results in figure 5.2.1.1.3 is the base for the first mathematical equation in our calculation 
formula for position visualization described in chapter 1.3.13, section 1. The minimum value is the 
average between the target devices taken from 1 meter data point, and the maximum value is the 
average between the target devices taken from the 15 meter data point. 
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5.2.1.2 Bluetooth results 
Here we can see the results during the calibration experiment conducted on Tuesday April 2, 2019. As 
we described in chapter 5.1.2 Collecting the data during calibration experiment (Tuesday April 2, 
2019), the experiment consisted of several readings for each meter taken under 5 minutes. The 
following two graphs shows the average RSSI collected per meter for iPhone 7 Plus(figure 5.2.1.2.1) 
and iPhone SE(figure 5.2.1.2.2). The distance in meters is represented on the x-axis and the average 
RSSI values for each scanning device is represented by the y-axis.  
 

 
Figure 5.2.1.2.1: Average graph(Bluetooth) - iPhone 7 Plus. Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH.  
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Figure 5.2.1.2.2: Average graph(Bluetooth) - iPhone SE. Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH. 
 
As we can see in the two graphs above(figure 5.2.1.2.1 & figure 5.2.1.2.2) we have the same issue 
here as we had with the Wi-Fi graphs. None of the scanning devices picks up the same RSSI values 
even though all the scanning devices have exactly the same hardware and software. We solved this the 
same way as we did with the Wi-Fi part, by separating each scanning device in the formula when 
calculating the distance in percentage as can be seen in chapter 1.3.13 Calculation formula for 
position visualization, section 1. Convert RSSI to signal strength in percentage. By having different 
minimum and maximum values for each scanning device. 
 
The result above is not perfect. There are some strange occurrences in the graphs. As can we witness 
in figure 5.2.1.2.1(iPhone 7 Plus) at 10 meters, something happens with the blue line(Raspberry Pi 1). 
Another strange occurrence also happens in figure 5.2.1.2.2(iPhone SE) at 10 meters, but this time for 
all the scanning devices. We performed the experiment two times at this range and the same thing 
happened both times. We are unsure of what is causing this behaviour, but clearly something at this 
range is disturbing the Bluetooth readings. This sometimes happens when it comes to wireless signals 
and there are a range of factors that can cause disturbance of the readings. Some of these factors can 
be read in the paper “Bluetooth and Wi-Fi MAC address based crowd data collection and monitoring 
: benefits, challenges and enhancement” [5] written by Naeim Abedi, Ashish Bhaskar, Edward Chung 
where they study the impact of different environmental objects such as walls, trees etc. 
 
Because this experiment(calibration experiment) was aimed to gather minimum(0 meters) and 
maximum(15 meters) RSSI values to our calculation formula (See chapter 1.3.13, section 1), we 
ignored this factor and made sure that the rest of the readings were correct. 
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As we also can see in figure 5.2.1.2.2, two of the scanning devices(blue line - Raspberry Pi 1 & 
yellow line - Raspberry Pi 3) loses the bluetooth signals to the iPhone SE completely after 15 meters 
in range. It seems like bluetooth is somewhat unstable at larger distances, but in our case this does not 
matter that much because we have chosen to focus on 15 meters and below. 
 
The following graph(figure 5.2.1.2.3) shows the average values per meter for all scanning devices per 
target device. The purpose of this graph is to distinguish the RSSI metrics between target 
devices(iPhone 7 Plus and iPhone SE). The distance in meters is represented by the x-axis and the 
average RSSI value for all scanning devices together for a target device is represented by the y-axis.  

 
Figure 5.2.1.2.3: Summary of average graphs(Bluetooth). Measured from 0 meters to 20 meters. 

Scanning devices average are summed together and target devices are plotted together in 
the same graph. 

Data collected from Multisalen at BTH. 
 

As we can see in figure 5.2.1.2.3 above, there are some big differences in the RSSI values between 
different target devices here as well. If we look at 2 meters in range and compare the collected RSSI 
values for each target device we got -64.9 for the blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) and -89.6 for the red 
line(iPhone SE). This means that the difference between the two target devices are -24.7(-89,6 - -64,9) 
RSSI values. If we then look at the blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) and try to find out the total RSSI metric 
scale for the whole distance, we find that, at 0 meters in distance we have an RSSI value of -57.9 and 
at 15 meters in distance we have an RSSI value of -86.6. This means that the whole RSSI metric scale 
for the distance of 15 meters is -28.7(-86,6 - -57,9) RSSI metrics. This means that the difference 
between the target devices in some places are as big at the actual room itself. This is one of the major 
problems in this experiment. 
 
The red line(iPhone SE) behaves quite strange compare to the blue line(iPhone 7 Plus) if we look at 
the RSSI values between 0 meters in distance and 2 meters in distance. The blue lines(iPhone 7 Plus) 
value are as follows: 0 meters: -57.9, 2 meters: -64.9. This means that the difference between the 0 
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and 2 meters in RSSI value are -7(-64.9 - -59.9). If we compare this to the red line(iPhone SE) we get 
the following: 0 meters: -69.2, 2 meters: -89.6. This means that the difference in RSSI value for the 
red line(iPhone SE) between 0 and 2 meters are -30.4(-89.6 - -69.2) RSSI metrics. This might mean 
that the Bluetooth chip inside the iPhone 7 Plus is more accurate than the one in the iPhone SE. 
 
The results in figure 5.2.1.2.3 is the base for the first mathematical equation in our calculation 
formula for position visualization described in chapter 1.3.13, section 1. The minimum value is the 
average between the target devices taken from 1 meter data point, and the maximum value is the 
average between the target devices taken from the 15 meter data point. 

5.2.2 Visualization experiment results 

5.2.2.1 Wi-Fi results 
All of the following results is captured during the second visualization experiment. The graphs 
represent the RSSI behaviours from each target device with Wi-Fi signals. In all these experiments, 
Huawei P30 Pro was also included but were never picked up by the scanning devices. To avoid 
cluttering the section, the most interesting graphs were picked out. 
 
Experiment 1: The target devices were placed in the middle of the grid at coordinate (4, 4) (meters) 
(See figure 5.1.2.3). Each color represents each scanning devices measurement. The test duration is 
~300 seconds and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the duration in 
seconds of the experiment and the y-axis represent the captured RSSI value for each scanning device.  

 
Figure 5.2.2.1.1:  Visualization experiment - Wi-Fi Experiment 1 measurement graph - iPhone SE.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 
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As we can see in figure 5.2.2.1.1, there are quite a lot of fluctuation of the RSSI values in the graph. 
To be able to cope with that, we have an array of the last 10 readings and then take the average of this 
when visualizing the position of a target device. This will create a delay in 50 seconds in our case 
because we have a scanning interval of 5 seconds. To be able to reduce the time delay, a more 
powerful scanning device is needed so the scanning interval can be set to a lower interval. 
 
We can also see in figure 5.2.2.1.1 that we get some signal losses from time to time. This does not just 
happen to one scanning device, but three different scanning devices(blue line: Raspberry Pi 1, yellow 
line: Raspberry Pi 3 & red line: Raspberry Pi 2). Because this happens very rarely it does not affect 
the readings that much. We just want to show that this phenomenon is happening sometimes.  
 
Experiment 2: The target devices are placed in a line in the middle of the grid at coordinates (0, 4), 
(4, 4), (8, 4) (See Figure 5.1.2.4). Each color represents each scanning devices measurement. The test 
duration is ~300 seconds and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the 
time duration in seconds with an interval of 5 seconds and the y-axis represent  the captured RSSI 
values. 

 
Figure 5.2.2.1.2: Visualization experiment - Wi-Fi Experiment 2 measurement graph - iPhone SE.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 

 

In figure 5.2.2.1.2 above, we can witness another scenario where signal losses occurs. Here as well, 
the phenomenon is happening on different scanning devices(green line: Raspberry Pi 4 & blue line: 
Raspberry Pi 1). When we began each experiment we waited for all the scanning devices to pick up all 
the target devices before starting to capturing the metrics. We noticed that the scanning devices picked 
up the Wi-Fi signals very fast. Which means that the update rate of the Wi-Fi signals are really fast. 
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Because the update rate is so fast, some of these metrics seems to be missed which seems to  result in 
sporadic signal losses. This is not that big of a problem because this does not happen that often.  
 
In this case the iPhone SE target device was located at coordinate (0, 4). This means that the closest 
scanning devices are Raspberry Pi 1 and Raspberry Pi 4(See figure 5.1.2.4). In figure 5.2.1.8 this 
would mean the blue line(Raspberry Pi 1) and the green line(Raspberry Pi 4) should have lower RSSI 
values than the red line(Raspberry Pi 2) and yellow line(Raspberry Pi 3) and in fact, they do have 
lower metrics! Even though the differences are not that big for the most part. The most noticable 
difference lies with the green line(Raspberry Pi 4).  
 
Experiment 3: Each target device are placed next to a scanning device at coordinates (0, 0), (0, 8), (8, 
0), (8, 8) (See Figure 5.1.2.5). Each color represent each scanning devices measurements. The test 
duration is ~300 seconds and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the 
time duration in seconds with an interval of 5 seconds and the y-axis represent the captured RSSI 
values. 

 
Figure 5.2.2.1.3: Visualization experiment - Wi-Fi Experiment 3 measurement graph - iPhone SE.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 

 
In figure 5.2.2.1.3 we can see an example of why we have chosen to discard the first meter, the green 
line is very messy(the distance is 0 meters away from the target device). The above target device is the 
iPhone SE and is located at coordinate (0, 8) which would mean that this target device is located right 
next to Raspberry Pi 4(See figure 5.1.2.5). In figure 5.2.2.1.3 this would mean the green line. And as 
we can see, the green line have the RSSI value closest to zero between all of the scanning devices, 
even though it is a bit messy. This is great news and means that the idea actually could work to some 
extent. If we look at figure 5.1.2.5 again, we can see that Raspberry Pi 2 is furthest away of all the 
scanning devices because this scanning device is located at a diagonally distance from Raspberry Pi 4. 
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If we look at figure 5.2.2.1.3 we can see that Raspberry Pi 2 is the red line, and this line do not have 
the highest RSSI values. This means that Wi-Fi signals are not precisely enough to be able to be spot 
on when capturing the metrics. 

5.2.2.2 Bluetooth results 
All of the following results is captured during the second visualization experiment. The graphs 
represent the RSSI behaviours from each target device with Bluetooth signals. To be able to not 
present too much information we picked out the most interesting graphs. If the reader would like to 
see all the graphs, see chapter annexes.  
 
Experiment 1: The target devices are placed in the middle of the grid at coordinate (4, 4) (See figure 
5.1.2.3). Each color represent each scanning devices measurements. The test duration is ~300 seconds 
and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the time duration in seconds 
with an interval of 5 seconds and the y-axis represent the captured RSSI values. 

 
Figure 5.2.2.2.1: Visualization experiment - Bluetooth Experiment 1 measurement graph - iPhone 6.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 

 
 
As we can see in figure 5.2.2.2.1, the Bluetooth signals are very slow compared to Wi-Fi signals. If 
we look at the red line(Raspberry Pi 2) we can see that this scanning device did not update its value 
for 240 seconds. Before we began each experiment we waited until all the scanning devices had 
picked up all the target devices. This sometimes could take up to 40 minutes compared to Wi-Fi that 
only took around 1 minute. This means that the update rate in a live application would be really slow 
when trying to position bluetooth signals using trilateration. 
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Experiment 2: The target devices are placed in a line in the middle of the grid at coordinates (0, 4), 
(4, 4), (8, 4) (See figure 5.1.2.4). Each color represent each scanning devices measurements. The test 
duration is ~300 seconds and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the 
time duration in seconds with an interval of 5 seconds and the y-axis represent the captured RSSI 
values. 

 
Figure 5.2.2.2.2: Visualization experiment - Bluetooth Experiment 2 measurement graph - iPhone 6.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 

 
As we can see in figure 5.2.2.2.2 the captured Bluetooth RSSI values are very stable compared to the 
Wi-Fi capturings. We noticed that the bluetooth signals are really stable. In this case(figure 5.2.2.2.2) 
we are looking at the iPhone 6 target device. The coordinates of this device were (4, 4) in this 
experiment. This mean that the target device is located in the middle of the grid and has the same 
distance to all the scanning devices. In other words, the RSSI values for all the scanning devices 
should be the same. If we look at figure 5.2.2.2.2 again, we can see that this is not entirely correct. We 
look for where the biggest difference occur. To us that looks like to be around 150 seconds. The 
yellow line(Raspberry Pi 3) have an RSSI value of -82 and the blue line(Raspberry Pi 1) has an RSSI 
value of -99. This is a difference of -17 RSSI metrics. This means that even if the bluetooth signals 
themselves are really stable, it can be hard to pinpoint exactly where a device is located because those 
readings can be off to some extent. 
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Experiment 3: Each target device are placed next to a scanning device at coordinates (0, 0), (0, 8), (8, 
0), (8, 8) (See figure 5.1.2.5). Each color represents each scanning devices measurement. The test 
duration is ~300 seconds and the data is collected with a 5 seconds interval. The x-axis represents the 
time duration in seconds with an interval of 5 seconds and the y-axis represent the captured RSSI 
values. 

 
Figure 5.2.2.2.3: Visualization experiment - Bluetooth Experiment 3 measurement graph - Huawei P30 Pro.  

Measured during ~300 seconds with a 5 seconds interval. 
Data collected from outside Multisalen at BTH. 

 
Like we mentioned before, the signals can be really stable as can be seen in figure 5.2.2.2.3 above. 
This example is the Huawei P30 Pro target device, and its coordinated are (0, 0) with means that its 
location is right next to Raspberry Pi 1 (See figure 5.1.2.5). In the graph above that would be 
equivalent to the blue line. As we can see the blue line is the one with the lowest RSSI values.  
This graph is a good example of the results. The red line(Raspberry Pi 2) and the green line(Raspberry 
Pi 4) has almost exactly the same RSSI values. If we look at figure 5.1.2.5 we can see that the 
scanning device that is most furthest away from the target device is Raspberry Pi 3 (due to the 
diagonally location) and if we look at the graph above(figure 5.2.2.2.3) we can see that the yellow 
line(Raspberry Pi 3) is the one with the lowest RSSI value.  
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5.2.3 Wi-Fi vs. Bluetooth comparison analysis 

5.2.3.1 Range 
If we compare the Wi-Fi signals with Bluetooth signals, range wise, we can see that the 

scanning devices is picking up Wi-Fi measurements further away than Bluetooth. Bluetooth signals 
are lost completely on some devices when above 15 meters of range while Wi-Fi had no problem 
finding target devices 20 meters away from the scanning devices. In our case it does not matter that 
bluetooth is losing the signal after 15 meters because we have chosen to focus on 15 meters and below 
but if a project had to rely on distance above 15 meters, the Wi-Fi technology would be a better 
choice. 

5.2.3.2 Responsiveness 
In terms of the responsiveness, Wi-Fi displays more frequent readings compared to Bluetooth. 

The scanning devices picks up target devices very fast(within a minute) compared to Bluetooth, where 
it can take up to 40 minutes before all the scanning devices finds the target device. Wi-Fi signal is 
more fluctuating though, but can be solved by using an average of multiple readings. This will create a 
delay in the readings based on the scanning interval. In our case we used 5 seconds interval and uses 
10 readings before we take our average. This will create a delay in 50 seconds. If a more powerful 
hardware were used, this delay may be decreased to some extent. This means that a in-real-time 
position tracking surveillance system would be hard to accomplish. If a project is relying on quick 
response time, the Wi-Fi technology would still be the better choice.  

5.2.3.3 Accuracy 
Accuracy is an important question in this research, as it is the first of our research questions. 

So how differentiates Wi-Fi compared to Bluetooth? If we look at the RSSI scale of the Wi-Fi average 
(Figure 5.2.1.1.3) for iPhone 7 Plus, we can see that the minimum RSSI value when the device is 
located at 1 meter in distance is -61.6 and the maximum RSSI value when the device is located at 15 
meters in distance is -73.7. This means that between these 14 meters we have 12.1 RSSI points 
difference. In theory this means that the accuracy for every meter have 14 meters divided by 12.1 
metric points in accuracy. This will be 1.15 RSSI point per meter. In other words, for every RSSI 
point we have we can get around 1 meter in accuracy. 
 
If we look at the same data but for iPhone SE instead we have -69.8 at 1 meter and -86.7 at 15 meters. 
This means that between these 14 meters we have 16.9 RSSI points difference. In theory, we get (14 
divided by 16.9) 0.82 RSSI point per meter. 
 
Let’s compare this to Bluetooth metrics. Here we have the full 15 meters because we are not 
discarding the first meter. We start with iPhone 7 Plus. At 0 meters we have -57.9 RSSI and at 15 
meters we have -86.6. This means that we have 28.7 RSSI between these 15 meters. In theory, this 
means that we have (15 divided by 28.8)  0.52 RSSI points per meter. This means that we can gather 
data for every 0.5 meter. 
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Now let’s see how iPhone SE performs. The RSSI at 0 meter is -69.2 and the RSSI at 15 meters is 
-93.5. This means that between these 15 meters we have 24.3 RSSI points. In theory, this means that 
we have (15 divided by 24.3) 0.62 RSSI per meter. 
 
This means that according to the above calculation, Bluetooth is twice as accurate as Wi-Fi when it 
comes to RSSI readings. So in theory, if accuracy is more important than response time, Bluetooth 
would definitely be the better choice.  
 
According to our live experiments the reality is not this perfect. Because of the slow response time of 
bluetooth and the fluctuation when dealing with Wi-Fi we never got an accurate position when we 
performed the second experiment(visualization experiment). Most of the time when dealing with 
Wi-Fi the target devices were outside of our scanning grid and not show up on our “map”. In some 
rare occasions they were spot on, but only for a couple of seconds. When it comes to Bluetooth the 
position was more accurate but it took up to 40 minutes for all the scanning devices to find a target 
device, if they were found at all. In some cases only two scanning devices found a target device and 
this is not enough to perform the trilateration.  

5.2.3.4 Data loss 
Data loss was not a common occurrence for neither Bluetooth nor Wi-Fi during the 

experiments. Wi-Fi loses data from time to time but picks it up quite fast, mostly the next collected 
reading have values. Bluetooth loses data for some devices when the distance is above 15 meters, 
which in our case is negligible.  
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5.2.4 Experiment findings 
In this section we are going to present a summary of all our findings from the analysis of our 
experiment results. We have divided the different findings in groups by Wi-Fi and Bluetooth for both 
the Calibration experiment and Visualization experiment.  

5.2.4.1 Calibration experiment 

Wi-Fi 

According to figure 5.2.1.1.1 & figure 5.2.1.1.2, none of the RSSI metrics are the same even though 
all the scanning devices are exactly the same and the target devices are placed on the same distance 
from the scanning devices. 

According to figure 5.2.1.1.1 & figure 5.2.1.1.2 there are a big change in the RSSI values between 
0 meter in distance and 1 meter in distance. 

According to figure 5.2.1.1.3 there are distinction in the RSSI values between different target 
devices. 

According to figure 5.2.1.1.3, when iPhone SE is at a distance of 1 meter, the iPhone 7 Plus is at the 
same distance when in fact the iPhone 7 Plus real location is at 4, 7 11 or 13 meters in distance 
from the scanning devices. 

According to figure 5.2.1.1.3 the difference between the target devices is bigger than the actual 
room itself. 

Figure 5.2.4.1.1: findings during the Calibration experiment(Wi-Fi) 
 

 

Bluetooth 

According to figure 5.2.1.2.1 & figure 5.2.1.2.2, none of the scanning devices picks up the same 
RSSI values even though all the scanning devices have exactly the same hardware and software 
when target devices are placed at the same distance. 

According to figure 5.2.1.2.2, some of the scanning devices loses the bluetooth signals to some 
target devices completely after 15 meters in range. 

According to figure 5.2.1.2.3 there sometimes are some big differences in the RSSI values between 
different target devices. 

According to figure 5.2.1.2.3 the RSSI difference between target devices in some places are as big 
as the actual room itself. 

According to figure 5.2.1.2.3 there sometimes are big differences between 0 meter and 2 meters 
between target devices. 

Figure 5.2.4.1.2: findings during the Calibration experiment(Bluetooth) 
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5.2.4.2 Visualization experiment 

Wi-Fi 

Experiment 1  

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.1, there are quite a lot of fluctuation of the RSSI 
values. 

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.1 there occurs some signal losses from time to time. 

Experiment 2  

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.2, scanning devices picked up the Wi-Fi signals very 
fast (High response time). 

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.2 there is a slight difference in RSSI values when a 
target device is located further away from certain scanning devices compared to 
more closer scanning devices. 

Experiment 3  

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.3, the closest scanning device will have the lowest 
RSSI values. 

 According to figure 5.2.2.1.3, Wi-Fi signals are not precise enough to be able to 
be spot on when capturing the metrics. 

Figure 5.2.4.1.3: findings during the Visualization experiment(Wi-Fi) 
 

Bluetooth 

Experiment 1  

 According to figure 5.2.2.2.1 bluetooth signals are very slow compared to Wi-Fi 
signals. 

Experiment 2  

 According to figure 5.2.2.2.2 bluetooth signals are really stable. 

 According to figure 5.2.2.2.2, even if the bluetooth signals themselves are really 
stable, it can be hard to pinpoint exactly where a device is located because those 
readings can be off to some extent 
Figure 5.2.4.1.4: findings during the Visualization experiment(Bluetooth) 
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5.3 Discussion 

5.3.1 How much/what information can we gather from a device? 
We will dedicate this chapter to summarize and answer for research question 2 “What kind of 

information can we gather from the signals sent out by a target device”. By setting up a system 
similar to ours, the opportunity is opened up to continuously monitor nearby devices and their 
behavioral patterns. With information such as that a device has been present in a certain room, on a 
certain occasion or even on repeated occasions, together with information on what is happening at this 
site, one can draw a conclusion about what this person does and how many people who are present on 
the site and when. 

5.3.1.1 Wi-Fi 
When it comes to Wi-Fi, the technology is very limited to what kind of unencrypted 

information one can collect. However, since each packet sent over a network must contain enough 
unencrypted information such as who sent the packet so that a response can be returned within time 
and also where the packet is actually going so that it can be routed, some relatively valuable 
information can be snatched out. 
 
By utilizing this information, we may not reveal what the actual encrypted data package contains but 
we can find out which party the person in question communicates with by analyzing the destination 
address. The person under surveillance might browse the web and ask for a foreign newspaper that 
can be tied to this particular packet’s destination address, which in turn can reveal the person's 
nationality. 
 
As described in chapter 1, section 1.3.4, using the MAC address one can not only uniquely identify a 
device but also find out which manufacturer made the device. Along with this information and other 
device-specific characteristics, one might in the future, with the help of artificial intelligence, also be 
able to classify which model the device is to further determine more personal information. This is 
something that is discussed in the paper Passive Classification of Wi-Fi Enabled Devices[17] written by 
Alessandro E. C. Redondi, Davide Sanvito, Matteo Cesana. 

5.3.1.2 Bluetooth 
Just like for Wi-Fi, every Bluetooth-equipped device also has a unique MAC address whose 

purpose is to convey who sent the package and where it should go and then come back. But unlike 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth also shares additional information that can identify who the owner of the device is. 
 
For example, Bluetooth also shares the device's specific local name. We have noticed that this name is 
rarely changed by the device owner, but instead the default value is used which often contains the 
person's real name. If we take iOS as an example, the default value is set to "Person's iPhone" or 
"Person's iPad". This means that the device is easy to detect for other devices, which increases the 
simplicity of using the technology, but it also means that stakeholders with malicious intent can 
exploit people's naivety for other purposes to disclose personal privacy. 
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Other information advertised by Bluetooth is the type or types of services the device provides. This is 
represented as a range of Service UUIDs[34] that are typically 128-bit long. These UUIDs, in turn, are 
divided into four 32-bit long parts which can then be subdivided into 16-bit representations. With the 
help of this information you can as mentioned, find out what kind of services are provided and which 
protocol these services uses for communication. Examples of such services could be “Hands-free”, 
“Health-care”, “Printing”, “Phonebook” to name a few. 
 
Another interesting piece of information is the transmission power[35] which is divided into several 
classes depending on the Bluetooth specification and tells us which distance we can expect the device 
to operate under. These figures presumes the operating range in meters in line of sight, outdoors 
where indoor obstacles will provide shorter ranges.  
 

Class Maximum Power Operating Range 

Class 1 100mW (20dBm) 100 meters 

Class 2 2.5mW (4dBm) 10 meters 

Class 3 1mW (0dBm) 1 meter 

Figure 5.3.2.2.1: Bluetooth Power Classes[35] 

 
This can give us some insight into what type of device it is, for example if it’s a smartphone capable 
of longer distance communication or maybe a smartwatch which does not operate under the same 
distances. By knowing what type of device it is, we can also choose to filter out some that do not 
achieve the specifications we are looking for. 
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5.3.2 Possibilities & Risks 
There may be several uses for the technology we have described in this paper, both positive 

and negative. This can bring great benefit to our society, but may also pose major risks to our personal 
integrity without us being aware of it. Without a solid set of rules, deep insight and transparency, it 
will become easy for organizations of various kinds to utilize the technology in ways we may not want 
them to. 
 
It is probably generally known at this point that some organizations track our movements while we 
navigate around different websites to offer us targeted advertisements. Likewise, it may be possible 
for them in the future to track us as we move around in the real world. And the question we have to 
ask ourselves is, is this a path we really want our society to take? At least it would be of great interest 
to be able to opt out of this. 
 
Other less favorable scenarios could lead some states to use the technology to track their citizens for 
various oppressive purposes. Burglars could place these scanning devices to determine whether people 
in a neighborhood are home or not, what times they are at work or the like. Likewise, there could be 
even more horrible scenarios where terrorists map a specific building or site to see how much people 
are moving and at what times to perform an attack. 
 
But do not misunderstand us, there are also many advantages to the technology that can make our 
lives not only easier but also safer. Imagine, for example, that it is your first visit to a building you 
have never visited before and you do not know how to get around. To then be able to pick up your 
mobile phone and get indoor mappings with turn by turn directions in places where GPS is not 
available would be very nice. 
 
It would certainly also feel safer if you knew that the police could map, for example, kidnappers in 
these buildings and make strategic decisions from the information collected. Or also for emergency 
services that need to be able to quickly locate and rescue people in need, in the wilderness where 
ordinary radio towers do not have coverage. For such a scenario, one could release a bunch of drones 
flying in formation who then listens for signals and trilaterate the person. 
 
Another positive scenario would be to utilize the technology for energy saving purposes by, for 
example, just warming up or turning on / off lights in certain rooms or floors in a building depending 
on how and when people are in place. 
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6 Conclusion
 

Our final conclusion after executing this experiment is that, in theory, the positioning seems to be able 
to be really accurate but in our visualization experiment the reality is not this perfect. Because of slow 
response time of bluetooth and the fluctuation when dealing with Wi-Fi, we never got any accurate 
position. Most of the time when dealing with Wi-Fi the target devices were outside of our scanning 
grid and not show up on our “map”. In some rare occasions they were spot on, but only for a couple of 
seconds. When it comes to Bluetooth the position was more accurate but it took up to 40 minutes for 
all the scanning devices to find a target device, if they were found at all. Because in some cases only 
two scanning devices found a target device and this is not enough to perform the trilateration. Even 
though this experiment shows that it is not possible to position a target device in-real-time with high 
accuracy with this particular hardware that we are using, it will be enough in many regards. This 
technology can still be used by burglars to track a person's daily habits, such as when a person is 
leaving the house and when the person gets back home. We can still find target devices within an area, 
so we know that a person is located somewhere near the scanning devices. Maybe not down to 
centimeter accuracy as we would like in a real-time positioning application, but at least down to 5 - 10 
meters in accuracy. 
 
An algorithm that looks at both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth RSSI values at the same time to position target 
devices would increase the accuracy. When speaking of the response time, this can be solved by 
introducing more powerful hardware. By doing this, we can increase the scanning interval and 
decrease the delay when taking the average from the last 10 RSSI readings. This might also be a way 
to increase the accuracy. The bigger array of readings we take an average from, the more accurate the 
RSSI value will be. By using more powerful hardware we can collect more RSSI readings at the same 
time as before. 
 
We are amazed what anyone can accomplish with some cheap technology like a few Raspberry Pi’s 
and some programming knowledge. When we are trying to position with Wi-Fi our tests shows that it 
possible, in theory, to pinpoint movement to 1 meter in accuracy. If we look at Bluetooth, our tests 
shows that it is possible, in theory, to pinpoint movement down to 0.5 meters in accuracy. In this case, 
Bluetooth is twice as accurate as Wi-Fi, but on the other hand Bluetooth has slower response time 
than Wi-Fi. We are also baffled how stable the Bluetooth graphs are compared to the Wi-Fi graphs. 
One of the major problems we encounter is that different target devices differs in RSSI metrics when 
located at the same spot. Sometimes the difference in RSSI points is equal to the whole scanning grids 
RSSI points.  
 
When it comes to what information we can gain from a target device, without exploiting any flaws in 
the software or hardware, Wi-Fi is pretty strict. It is possible to pinpoint who the manufacturer of the 
device are, based on the first three bytes of the MAC-address. Bluetooth on the other hand is a bit 
more generous. Here we can get the MAC-address, which can result in a manufacturer, but we can 
also ask the device for its name. In some cases the default name of the device is the same as the users 
real name. On Apple devices for example, the name of the device will be “Person's iPhone”. This will 
reveal the users actual name, that we later can use to pinpoint a person to a location. This is something 
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people should be aware of, and take into consideration when setting up a device for the first time. We 
can also get a list of different services and its provider that the device supports.  
 
Another topic is pros and cons of this technology. A malicious person could easily and quite cheap log 
a target person's daily routines such as leaving the house in the morning and what time the person 
comes home in the evening and even how many people live in the house. He or she could leave a 
scanning device outside of the house with a powerbank and return at a later point to retrieve the 
information. There are not just bad things. If a person has gone missing in the woods, this technology 
can be used to pinpoint the person to a certain area that the searching squad can focus on. By, for 
example, mount the scanning device to a flying drone and systematic scan the forest. 
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7 Future work
 

There are many areas where the application can be improved. Like we mentioned in chapter 1, 
section 1.3.13 the calculation formula for positioning visualization is not accurate. This is because the 
transmitted signals do not behave in a linear way. A better solution would be to use a quadratic 
model[28].  
 
Another improvement would be to swap out the antennas on the scanning devices for better and more 
accurate ones. Or even use commercially available products that aims to do this kind of thing.  
 
By introducing Artificial Intelligence to the project we may improve device classification[17], find 
patterns of signals that are blocked by obstacles and improve the accuracy by pattern recognition of 
devices to pinpoint RSSI behaviors. 
 
It may also be interesting to perform a survey to investigate to what degree the public is aware of the 
risks (covered in 5.3.2) by which information they share without perhaps knowing about it. 
 
We believe that this technology is very fascinating and scary at the same time. We are amazed how far 
we can go on quite a small budget. The technology is only getting better for each year. With the new 
Bluetooth version 5.1[33] there is built in support for see how far a bluetooth device is located and even 
in what direction. 
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8 Validity threats
 

A drawback we did not reflect about when purchasing the Raspberry Pi’s we use in the 
experiment was the fact that the Raspberry Pi Model B do not support 5GHz band. The results could 
have been better if we had used the Raspberry Pi Model B+ instead. Another drawback was the 
hardware. We wanted to have a scanning interval for 1 seconds but the hardware did not have the 
power to do this.  
 
More variety of target devices should have been used during the experiments. Almost every test 
device were from the same manufacturer(Apple). This was because of lack of budget. We did not 
have any other devices in our possession, and this may have caused the result to be inaccurate. 
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9 Glossary
 

9.1 Scanning device 
This concept comes from our devices whose responsibilities are listening or scanning for other nearby 
devices. 

9.2 Target device 
This is the actual device that we want to determine whose position for and retrieve information about. 

9.3 Scanning grid 
This is considered the area in which our scanning devices are located in and which target devices we 
want to position etc. 

9.4 BLE 
Bluetooth Low Energy 

9.5 AP 
Access Point 

9.6 CSV-file 
Comma-separated-values. This file type is used for separating data points from each other with 
commas.  
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11 Annexes 
 

Calibration experiment 
The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Wi-Fi - Distance: 1 meter. 
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The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Wi-Fi - Distance: 10 meters. 
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The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Wi-Fi - Distance: 20 meters. 
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The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Bluetooth - Distance: 1 meter. 
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The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Bluetooth - Distance: 10 meters. 
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The following two graphs is from “Calibration experiment” in Multisalen (Tuesday April 2, 2019) 
Bluetooth - Distance: 20 meters. 
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Visualization experiment 
The following graphs is captured during Wi-Fi experiment 1. 
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The following graphs is captured during Wi-Fi experiment 2. 
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The following graphs is captured during Wi-Fi experiment 3. 
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The following graphs is captured during Bluetooth experiment 1. 
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The following graphs is captured during Bluetooth experiment 2.
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The following graphs is captured during Bluetooth experiment 3. 
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